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One of Columbia’s popular brunch spots 
shut down for a single day in February 
2014. Café Berlin, which originally 
opened in 2006, returned with more 
space than ever to accommodate its DIY 
music scene. The added room allows the 
venue to more openly lead its double life 

of restaurant 
by day and 
music hot 
spot by night. 
The previous 
dining area 

was no bigger than a two-car garage, and 
visitors to the tiny space might have been                                                                                                                                             
surprised to learn that bands took over 
the venue after hours.

Today, the stage and bar are a bit of 
a giveaway. Since the expansion, shows 
have become more frequent. This past 
March, Café Berlin had shows almost 
every night for three weeks. The cafe has 
gained popularity and lured in bigger 
acts. On March 11, Café Berlin drew 
about 240 people, its largest crowd ever, 
for a sold-out performance by  
Chicago-based rock band Twin Peaks. 
This couldn’t have happened in the old 
space, which had a 128-person capacity.

Pat Connor, a former line cook 
who now works as the manager of Café 
Berlin, says a major factor in getting 

bigger-name bands is a new effort 
to reach out to groups and agencies. 
Connor and talent buyer Emily 
Holtzman contact booking agencies or 
use existing connections to put both local 
and national bands on the bill.

The increase in shows and larger 
crowds has put a strain on the staff, 
though it doesn’t seem that way when 
talking to them. Despite working some 
20-hour days, Connor speaks lovingly 
about the bar. Other employees also fill 
multiple roles. Graham Kennedy is a 
baker in the morning and a doorman at 
night. Dylan Martin is a barista during 
brunch and the sound operator for shows 
at night.

Camaraderie and passion for music 
drive the multi-talented staff. “On 
the weekends, I’m feeding off of the 
adrenaline of having a really successful 
service and being so excited for all of my 
coworkers,” Connor says. “(After brunch 
closes,) we’re all messing around and 
joking and relaxing and drinking beers, 
and I’m like, ‘Wait, my day’s not over. 
I have these three rad bands that get to 
come back, and we’re gonna pack this 
place again.’”

And with a work family like the one 
at Café Berlin, what might be a hectic 
transition from restaurant to music 

venue seems as easy as turning down the 
house lights and turning on the spotlight. 
A typical Saturday at Café Berlin looks 
something like this:

 
6:45 a.m.– Kitchen staff begins preparing 
the day’s fare. A barista and a bartender 
arrive around 7 a.m. to make Bloody 
Mary mix and juice.  
7:30 a.m.– All of the servers have 
arrived. They make sure the dining room 
and patio are properly laid out. 
8 a.m.– Café Berlin’s doors open for 
breakfast. A line of customers often 
waits outside. Connor describes the 
ensuing six hours as chaos. Guests 
from the seemingly unending wait 
list take their seats, eat and leave. 
This process continues until the cafe 
closes. 
2 p.m.– After the stragglers finish their 
meals, the staff members sweep the 
floor, roll up clean silverware and begin 
stacking chairs. They create a makeshift 
merchandise booth by pushing several 
tables together while the brunch 
counter closes. 
4 p.m.– Connor surveys the building 
alone. He blares music from his iPad 
through the restaurant’s PA system as 
he makes sure the kegs are connected 
to the proper taps, prepares food 

for the night’s bands and cleans the 
green room, among other chores. He 
occasionally runs home to shower and 
change clothes. 
6 p.m.– Band members and bartenders 
begin to trickle in. Stacked chairs and 
excess tables are moved into the 
kitchen. They refill the bar, cut citrus 
fruits for drinks, stock glasses and 
write information about the day’s bands 
and drink specials on the chalkboards 
surrounding the bar. 
8 p.m.– Doors open for the show, and 
around 9 p.m., the opening act takes 
the stage. 
1 a.m.– The feature band finishes its 
show. If the show runs late, Connor 
turns on the lights when the music 
ends and tries to get everyone out 
within 20 minutes. The staff then 
transforms the space back into a 
restaurant; the floors and bar are 
cleaned, and tables and chairs are 
moved out of the kitchen and arranged 
in the dining room. 
2:30 a.m.– Connor says he’s had to stay 
as late as 3 a.m. on some nights, but 
usually closes up the cafe by this point. 
And then something rare occurs; Café 
Berlin is quiet and empty. That is, at 
least for a few hours then it’s time for 
another day’s brunch.
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After daytime hours, Café Berlin employees clear the tables, and the lights are turned down low. In February 2014, the restaurant knocked down a wall to make more room for 
concertgoers. The larger performance space is what allows manager Pat Connor to book bigger-name bands and more frequent shows.   
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